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Activities Report

PNHA AGM 2012

Pittwater YHA bush regeneration weekend, April 20-22

The AGM marked another successful year for
PNHA. A new committee was elected: Alan Porter
retired and Julie Bennett and Kerry Smith were
elected, along with members of the previous committee: Ken Hughes, David Palmer, Sue Anderson,
Gary Harris, Marita Macrae and Annette Bonnefin.

Another excellent weekend of two mornings work attacking Asparagus Fern. Guests enjoyed bushwalks, birdwatching, kayaking and relaxing in the afternoons. Several people came over for the mornings
from other bushcare groups on the western shores and the mainland.
We’ve now had five such weekends and you can really see the difference. However there is still a lot of Asparagus to deal with so more
weekends will be planned for future years.
Thanks to Michael and Sarah for their hospitality and support for this
weekend, part of PNHA’s Pittwater Estuary Care project.

Asparagus Fern – the line of attack

Asparagus Fern Out Day at Barrenjoey Dunes, May 12
We gave this weed another thrashing on the dunes at the foot of
Barrenjoey Headland. 31 volunteers plus NPWS and Pittwater Council
staff took
part. An innovation this
time was the
use of wallboard saws,
which are
extremely
effective in
easily sawing
through the
roots of big
crowns.

Wallboard saw

Lesley Stevens demonstrated Murder under the
Microscope, the science mystery program for primary and lower high school students. We were
dismayed to hear its future is in doubt with changes in the structure of the NSW Education department, in the move from centralised to local school
management. As this program is used by thousands of schools in every state, it must be organised from a headquarters if it is to survive.

Breakfast with the Birds, Warriewood
Wetland, June 24
Breakfast with the Birds on 24 June was perfectly
timed to catch the birds visiting the flowering Swamp
Mahoganies in Warriewood Wetlands. The weather
was cool but fine for our friendly group of 26 people.
The birds did not disappoint, and we saw 44 species
including the magnificent Grey Goshawk. We were
pleased to see several honeyeaters, especially the
brilliant Scarlet Honeyeater feeding on the blossom,
as well as noisy flocks of Musk, Scaly-breasted and
Rainbow Lorikeets. We walked as far as the ponds
adjacent to the Wetlands, where we were lucky to
see five species of native ducks in the one place,
which all agreed was a special sighting.
(Image page 2).
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Our next bird-watching activity will be a PNHA Birdwatchers outing to the
Warriewood Wetlands on 26 August. Meet at Katoa Close, North Narrabeen at
8am (until 11am). Bring binoculars, water, insect repellent, morning tea.
Bookings: Ph: 99446271, E: pnhabirdwatching@gmail.com

PNHA Calendar
Native Plant Identification Workshop
The date has changed from September 9
to Sunday September 23.This will start at
Katandra Bushland Sanctuary at 9.30 with
a classroom session in the yurt, then we’ll
do a field trip to Chiltern Track, Ku-ringgai Chase NP, finishing about 3pm.
For more information and to book: ph:
Marita 0439 409 202, email: pnhainfo@gmail.com
Pittwater Estuary Care Stage 1 project is
now finished, and Stage 2 has begun.
This continues revegetation along Careel
Creek, weeding and re-establishing saltmarsh around Careel Bay, and more Asparagus Fern Out days. Community engagement is an important aspect of these
grants and we will have more community
planting days and school involvement.
Our first planting day was at the corner of
Catalina Crescent and North Avalon
Road, beside Careel Creek. This is near
where a Bush Stone-curlew spent a lot of
time last year. As this bird needs fallen
timber and sparse vegetation we planted
mostly sedges.
These grants to PNHA from Hawkesbury
Nepean CMA are helping to transform
the Careel Creek area and rid Pittwater of
large amounts of Asparagus Fern on Asparagus Fern Out Days and at Morning
Bay near the Pittwater YHA.

Grey Goshawk. Image: Nevil Lazarus

Geology Tour July 15
Our Pittwater landscapes have evolved
over hundreds of millions of years, with
sedimentary rocks and volcanic intrusions
forming so long ago that in comparison,
the formation of the familiar beaches at
the end of the last glaciation was just a
few minutes ago, about 6000 years.
Peter Mitchell explained and interpreted
landscapes and rocks and some human
history too at Deep Creek, Turrimetta
Beach and the rock platform to north,
Octavia Street, Narrabeen (Aboriginal
murder skeleton) and the beach just
north of Long Reef at Collaroy.
Now we see deeper into time and earth’s
history as a result.

Fossil footprint of an ancient amphibian, Parotosaurus wadei.
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Leeches
Local wildlife is always a feature of a stay at Pittwater YHA. In
April leeches, large and small, were the highlight. Hundreds were
delighted to encounter so many warm-blooded people in the
bush. They crawled up
legs, onto gloves, into
gloves, surveyed for
nearby blood feasts
from the tops of upright
Peter levers and grasses.

socks, boot tops and collars. They feed for up to two hours consuming between two and ten times their own weight (usually
about 5 ml of blood) before they release their grip. One meal
may last the leech for months. The blood is digested in the
leech's stomach by a bacterium, which prevents the growth of
other organisms that
may cause the blood
to putrefy.

Bites from leeches
are usually painless
as the result of an
anaesthetic secreted
Why so many? The
in the saliva. Under
warm wet summer and
the head sucker they
autumn made the moist
have jaws with many
bush comfortable habisharp teeth. Aquatic
tat.
leeches usually have
Leeches are annelid
three jaws and terworms from the class
restrial leeches have
Hirudinea. They usually
two. Australian terhave a sucker at either
restrial leeches genend of their body. The
erally leave two short
body is supported by a
cuts in a V shape in
hydrostatic skeleton
the host's skin. After
which stiffens the body
the flesh is broken, a
like a hose full of water
proboscis
may
be
inserted
for feeding or the
Leech - one of many at Morning Bay last April
(and makes it very difficult to squash!). They
leech may simply suck from the skin surface.
(Marita Macrae)
are generally dark coloured with lighter
Most leeches secrete an anticoagulant polystripes on their back, hence the common name for some species
saccharide known as Hirudin in their saliva. Similar anticoaguof 'Tiger Leeches'.
lants are used in commercially available bruise treatments.
There are over 45 species of aquatic and terrestrial leeches recorded in Australia. Adults generally range between 2 and 10 cm
in length. The largest leeches come from inland drainage systems
and include the genus Richardsonianus, a specimen of which,
measuring over 20 cm fully extended, was collected at Lightning
Ridge.
Not all leeches are parasites. Many aquatic species eat insect
larvae, snails, other worms and decaying vegetation. Terrestrial
leeches rely on the blood they extract from passing birds, frogs,
reptiles and mammals, including humans.
Leeches move by attaching their head sucker to a surface, arching their back bringing their hind sucker forward, holding on with
it and then releasing their head sucker and reaching forward to
repeat the action.

Leech Bites
Walkers and passing animals collect leeches by brushing against
foliage where they rest. Leeches can sense light and heat with
small receptors near their head and have scent organs in their
skin. Aquatic leeches can sense vibrations through the water and
will move to their source to feed.
Once on an animal, leeches retreat from light, for example into

Removing Leeches
Leeches should not be pulled off as this may tear the skin or
leave mouthparts in the wound allowing it to become ulcerated
or infected. Leeches can be removed by applying heat such as a
smouldering twig, sprinkling with salt or, more simply, by allowing them to drop off when engorged.
To save being attacked by the same leech again, such as in a
camp site, they can be drowned in a container of soapy water.
Squashing does not work well (remember that hydrostatic skeleton!). If you will be exposed to more leeches, change your socks
or clothes and wash the blood off your skin. This lessens the likelihood of other leeches 'smelling' your old bites and being
attracted to you. Leech bites generally bleed slowly for a long
time (10 minutes up to 5 hours). A band-aid on a leech bite will
usually aid blood clotting. After about 12 hours most people
suffer itchiness, which can be relieved by a number of over the
counter preparations, such as calamine lotion, tea tree oil and
creams containing lignocaine.

Reference: Anne Parson, Leech Biology for Bushwalkers, National Parks and
Wildlife Service, Australian Zoologist VoL 26(3&4)September 1990.

Join PNHA and see our newsletters in colour through
our website. Members get an email alert when each
issue is published.
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Tree
Hollows
These are in short supply. Nestboxes of various types can be substitutes if you can exclude
Common Mynas and
Sulphur Crested Cockatoos.
Ringtail Possums at home.
Right. At Mona Vale Hospital.
Photo: Gary Harris
Far Right: In Avalon: Possum
hotel. Photo: Allan Porter.

Tuckeroo

Cupaniopsis anacardiodes

This native tree occurs in coastal areas to the south of Sydney,
from Gerroa to Port Hacking, and north from Sydney up the NSW
central and north coast. However there are no NSW Herbarium
records for the Pittwater area. Experienced bush regenerators
have not seen it here.
Many Councils have planted it as a street tree as it is shapely and
unlikely to drop branches. It is a favourite street tree for Pittwater Council landscaping, now in most streets and shopping centres revamped in the past few years.
When PNHA became concerned at the proliferation of this tree in
Pittwater Council landscaping we contacted Paul Adam, of the
School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of NSW.
He commented (May 2009):
Cupaniopsis anacardioides is a characteristic species of littoral
rainforest, which is widespread along the NSW coast although it
is rare and patchy towards the southern limit of its range. It is
undoubtedly native in littoral rainforest in the Sutherland
Shire. (where he lives)’.
It is also the case that in recent years it has become extremely
popular amongst landscapers and home gardeners. What I don't
know is the provenance of the material which is available in the
nursery - but I doubt very much that it would be from Sutherland
Shire.
In cultivation it can sometimes be very slow to get established

(several years) but once it is established it can grow into a relatively large tree very quickly. In other cases it races away from the
start. Once it starts flowering, fruit and seed set is variable, but it
can fruit abundantly in some years and seedlings can pop up almost anywhere (I get them in my own garden, about 300m from
the nearest nature trees I have located).
It would not have been a species I would have previously thought
would be a weed problem, and it certainly has many virtues, being attractive but tough (including being salt tolerant). However,
I think it probably is time to consider whether it really is a species
which should be so widely planted, and whether there should be
warnings issued to discourage the very liberal planting which occurs at present.
As we
feared it is
becoming a
weed, occurring in many
bushcare
sites. Alarming evidence
is from Barrenjoey High
School
grounds in
early July
where in a
200sq metre area of trees and shrubs not maintained for about
10 years, we removed about 180 seedlings.
Left: 110 of the Tuckeroo
seedlings
Far left: Tuckeroo fruit.
Common Mynas eat the
fruit and spread the
seeds
Above: Tuckeroo in
flower July 2012.
Photos: Marita Macrae
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Bothams Beach, McCarrs Creek

Local Native Land Molluscs

This small (low tide only) beach, just beyond Church Point, is
backed by Pittwater Spotted Gum Forest. Pittwater Environmental Foundation, with Pittwater Council, and funded by a Community Action grant from Hawkesbury Nepean CMA, has cleared
and burnt piles of weeds. The transformation from weedy mess
to wonderful regenerating forest is really wonderful. During the
first grant we also had 5 glider boxes installed (yet to be used by
gliders). We are now approaching the end of the second grant
for this site.

Red Triangle Slug, Triboniophorus graeffei is so named as all specimens (bar of course those entirely red or scarlet) have a prominent red triangle round the dorsal breathing pore – and most also
have a fairly faint but red/scarlet trim round the whole side of the
foot. Juveniles exhibit very different colouration and patterns to
adults, generally lacking the red edge and triangle, instead having 3 prominent longitudinal black strips down the body.

It has been impossible to get a volunteer bushcare group to
work regularly at this site. We are trying weekday bushcare
days, as weekend parking is impossible. Tuesday August 14,
Thursday September 6 and Tuesday September 18 are the next
work days, 8.30-11.30 plus morning tea. Contact us for information on how to find the site.
To raise awareness of the value of the area for fauna, the grant
is funding a visit to Loquat Valley School by the Zoomobile in
August, with a focus on Sugar and Squirrel gliders.
You can give a tax deductible donation to Pittwater Environmental Foundation for environmental projects in Pittwater. Visit: pittwaterenvironmentalfoundation.org.au

The reason
for the
bright colouring on
this animal
is presumably employed as
a warning
to predators (the
Bluetongue
lizard and
other mollusc-eating animals) that it is unpleasant to taste or poisonous. The flat shape of this slug would also make it difficult for
its predators to pick up off the rocks or trees. Reaching 14cm, it is
Australia’ largest native land slug, occurring on the coast of NSW
and Queensland in urban areas, forests, woodland and heath.
Eggs are laid in moist soil just below the surface, possibly about
30 in number and up to 1mm diameter. The slugs hide by day
deep in the fallen bark/litter round trees, climbing sometimes
quite considerable distances to feed. The Red Triangle Slug is usually found grazing on microscopic algae growing on the surface of
smooth-barked eucalypt trees, leaving behind scalloped tracks as
it goes. If given the chance, it will also remove bathroom mould.
Most slugs found in gardens are introduced and have two pairs of
tentacles. Most native slugs have only one pair of tentacles, while
introduced snails and slugs have two pairs. Also, the saddleshaped mantle seen in introduced snails is reduced or absent in
native snails and slugs.

Native Land Snail
This little snail found recently in moist woodland on Bangalley
Head reserve, looks like a small slug with a fragment of shell, impossible to hide inside. Phil Colman thinks it is Desidarion rubricusis Shea & Griffiths. There are 10-15 of these attractive species
along our
NSW/Qld
coast, but
few around
Sydney.
Information
from Phil Colman and Australian Museum
website.
Above: Bothams Beach, McCarrs Creek
Above right: Red Triangle Slug
Right: Native Land Snail
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Avalon Dunes

Weeds of National Significance (WoNS)

The bushcare group is starting up again in September. Council contract bush regeneration has been
inadequate and there is lots to do.

To the original list of 20 were added another 12 in April this year. WoNS
now occurring in Pittwater include: African boxthorn asparagus weeds (at
least 4), brooms (Montpellier broom), cat’s claw creeper, fireweed, madeira
vine, opuntioid cacti(prickly pear), bitou and boneseed and lantana (that we
know of).

Morning Glory, Asparagus Fern, Bridal Veil Creeper
(another sort of Asparagus) and Bitou are rampant. As well, teenagers have set up camps leaving a terrible mess of burnt furniture and general
rubbish. It’s a sad sight.
Council staff say derelict the fences will be replaced, staff will take out the larger pieces of rubbish and more funds allocated to contract bush
regeneration. We could remove smaller items of
rubbish.
The Dunes project won the NSW Coastcare Award
a few years ago after volunteers and Council, aided
by several grants, transformed the area from 80%
bitou into good coastal dune vegetation and fauna
habitat.
We’ll be working on the first Sunday of each
month. First morning: September 2, 8.30. Meet
near the Montessori School. Park on the road off
Tasman Road, or cross the creek from the eastern
end of Central Road.
Depending on interest, we may also work on an
occasional weekday.
We’d love some help. If you can join us sometimes
phone 0439 409 202 or email
marita.macrae@gmail.com

These weeds have been selected based on their economic, environmental
and social impacts and their potential to spread. Since its introduction in
1999, the WoNS initiative has assisted government and stakeholders to prioritise investment and provide strategic management of widespread weeds
that have serious detrimental environmental, economic and social impacts.
We are delighted the serious threat of Asparagus Fern has been recognised.
It enhances the
likelihood of receiving grant
funding to control
these weeds.
Weed War I DVD
Demonstration
videos of how to
identify and control weeds including Asparagus
Fern, Lantana,
Cassia, Moth Vine,
Madeira Vine and
more. These films
were made by
John Illingsworth
in the Pittwater Ecowarriors series.

A good news story:
Do you remember walking in Avalon from William
Street to Hitchcock Park through the saltmarsh and
mangroves of Careel Bay? Remember the Asparagus
under the She-oaks? Asparagus that used to form
the dense ground layer there is GONE.
Well done, Pittwater Council.
Membership Application
I would like to join Pittwater Natural Heritage Association. I agree with the PNHA’s aims: raising awareness of and preserving our
unique Pittwater natural environment
Name:..................................................................................................................... Signed:.....................................................................
Address:........................................................................................................................................................P/Code …………....................
Email:............................................................................................................ Ph:.......................................... Date:....................................
I would like a paper copy OR emailed newsletter (circle your choice). Membership fee: $20 or $10 pensioner/student.
Post cheque payable to Pittwater Natural Heritage Association to PNHA, PO Box 187, Avalon Beach NSW 2107.
Contact Details: Tel/Fax 02 9918 3368

Email: pnhainfo@gmail.com

www.pnha.org.au

